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incomes 232, 233
livestock numbers, turnoff and products 24–5
pastoral households 22
pastoral incomes 38–9
per capita grassland 52n
population changes 228, 231
stocking rates, capacities and overstocking 47, 48, 49
Qinghai-Tibet plateau 14, 23, 26, 33–6
high altitude grasslands 35
quality 30, 216
air 36, 44
assurance 91, 130–1, 133b, 183b
livestock 37
of authorities’ service 63
of education 238
product 30, 154, 159, 206–7, 211, 218, 220
Reduce Grazing Return Grasslands program 108, 114–15, 116, 118
formal documents 112, 122n
funding administration 116
grazing restrictions and utilizable pasture area 117
investment 113, 122n
local implementation 116, 122–3n
remote sensing (RS) 76
research institutions’ aid, finance and research 71–3
resource or livelihood management dilemma 2
bounded rationality and the 7–8
restrictions on grazing 44, 47, 50, 51n, 87, 102, 108, 117, 121, 122–3n, 158, 164, 165, 174, 271
evidence of change 166–8
Grasslands Law 94
Reduce Grazing Return Grasslands program 112–13, 114–15, 116
rip lines 110, 122n
road infrastructure threat 8
rodents causing grassland degradation 44–5
rotational grazing 156, 161, 183b, 184, 189n
ruminant livestock see livestock
rural economy diversity 132–3, 208
rural industrialization 8
Rural Land Contract Law 90
rural per capita incomes by region 233
salinization and grassland degradation 42, 246
sandstorms causing grassland degradation 43–4, 52n
scientific information 3
Seed Law 91
semi-pastoral counties criteria 18
demographic and income indicators 21
grassland indicators 20
population and livestock growth 228, 230, 231
ruminant livestock numbers, turnoff and products 22–3, 24–5
settlement schemes 15, 38, 43, 52n, 84, 109, 112, 123n, 243–8, 252–3n, 256, 264, 271
forage production and 121
in reclaimed desert land, Habahe County 245
specialization 138
Bayatala Township Dairy and Small Raising Area 133b
small dairy raising area Balinyou County 126
Sunan County 250
Shaanxi 18, 26
Shanxi 18, 26, 51n
sheep industry 22, 119
agroindustrialization 143, 149–50b, 153b, 175
Altay Prefecture five year plan for livestock 159b
Animal Husbandry Law key chapters 183b
animal types 177–8, 186–8
sheep industry (cont.)
associations 138b, 142, 145–6
expansion 201–2
feed resources 179, 182
fencing and wool quality 185–6
fine wool xi, 143, 189–90n
Australian production 198
marketing in Xinjiang 221
grassland monitoring and
measurement standards 104b
Hefeng County five year plan for
livestock 180b
livestock numbers in Inner Mongolia
decrease 169
livestock numbers, turnover and
products 24–5, 170
market 192–3, 194–7
marketing 176–7
collective 209b
inter-regional 212
meat enterprises 143, 149, 150b,
175–8
meat prices in Xinjiang 201
Northern Temperate Steppes 30
overstocking 49
payment to producers 223
specialization 139, 140
stock migration 32
systems 172–5
transition 206–8
targets 158
turnoff channels in Inner Mongolia
174
Sichuan 18–19
skill levels and opportunity costs 238–9
small dairy raising areas 126, 133b, 138,
141b
southwest Xinjiang 89
specialization see household
specialization
State institutions in grassland
management and inspection
system 60
state structures 59, 60, 61
Disease Inspection and Epidemic
Prevention Station 63
Environmental Protection Bureau
70–1, 82n
foreign institutions 72–3
Grassland Monitoring and Supervision
Center 68–70
human resources 67
Grassland Stations 63–8, 82n
Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry Bureau 62–4
research institutions 71–2, 82n
see also organizational structure
management; organizational
structure issues
stocking rates and fines in
grassland–livestock balance 106
stocking rates, capacities and levels
of overstocking 48
stocking rates, degradation and
livelihoods 2–3
see also grassland degradation;
livelihood; overgrazing
strategic value of grasslands 35–7
structure management see organizational
structure management;
organizational structure issues
sub-leasing land 127, 260
sub-systems, grassland 16
‘Sunshine Project of Transfer and
Training of Rural Labour’ 239
sustainable development management
diagram 13
‘Sustainable development of grasslands
in western China’ xii, 72
sustainable development progress 254–9,
271
discussing options with households
and village leaders 257
facing the media 263
governance 261–2, 264–5
institutional setting and resource
management 265–7
natural resource management 265–7
technology 267–71
‘3S’ 76
communication 214
constraints to 125, 134, 158, 175
improvements 258–9
overstocking addressed by 156
use of satellite 270
vertical integration and 141b
uniform policy impacts 259–61
sustaining livelihoods 37–40
systemic poverty 39

‘3S’ technology 76
   see also technology
technical productivity 206, 224n
   see also market management
technology 14, 16, 226, 267–71
   ‘3S’ 76
communication 214, 268
constraints to 125, 134, 158, 175
improvements 258–9
overstocking addressed by 156
use of satellite 270
vertical integration and 141b

Tibet 18–19, 26
demographics 21, 22
economic indicators 242
education and skills 239
grassland indicators 20
grassland per capita 52n
incomes 38, 232, 233
industry development 236–7
livestock numbers, turnoff and products 24–5
pastoral households 22
percentage change in pastoralists to livestock 231
shift to semi-pastoral counties 230
stocking rates, capacities and overstocking 48, 49
topography
    northern temperate steppes 29
    northwest desert and alpine zone 31
Qinghai-Tibet plateau 33
tourism 1, 16, 37, 39, 97, 103, 235–7
traders’ role in price formation 208–11, 213
trading markets, livestock 195
   see also market management
transition economy 5, 8, 98, 120–1, 124, 132, 267, 271

from Central planning era 87, 256
from Centrally planned market systems 206–8
of organizational structures 124
to urban occupations 238, 243
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Veterinary Station 62–3
water supply dependant on grasslands 36
winter livestock loss 189n
wool industry
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   integration 148
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   systems 176–8
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Xiaofeiyang Company 143, 149, 150b, 175–6

Xinjiang 14, 18–19, 26, 31
agistment 251–2
Agricultural University 71
demographics 21, 22
economic and livelihood statistics 240–1
economic indicators 242
education 238–9
grassland degradation 45
grassland indicators 20
grazing restrictions and utilizable pasture 117
Han migration 228
incomes 232, 233
livestock numbers, turnoff and products 24–5
mining 235, 243
pastoral households 22
population 228
total and rural 229
Production and Construction Corps 222, 225n
settlement of migratory herders 245–6, 247b, 248
sheep meat prices 201
stocking rates, capacities and overstocking 47, 48, 49
tourism 236

Yili Dairy Company 145b
Yunnan 18, 26, 39
grazing restrictions 117